We present an approach for POS tagging with out any labeled data. Our method requires translated sentences from a pair of languages. We used feature transfer from a resource rich language to resource poor languages. Across 8 different Indian Languages, we achieved encouraging accuracies without any knowledge of the target language and any human annotation. This will help us in creating annotated corpora for resource poor Indian languages.
Introduction
Part-Of-Speech(POS) (Bharati et al., 2007) Tagging is considered as a preliminary task for various Natural Language Processing(NLP) tasks. POS Tagging primarily assigns class labels to words based on some extracted features. The POS tagged corpus can further be used for parsing, building lexical dictionaries, frequency lists and many more subsequent tasks 1 . For automatic POS tagging, the stateof-the-art POS taggers use large POS annotated data sets and try to learn the appropriate class labels for words depending on various hand annotated features. There are many Indian Languages which are unexplored due to the unavailability of annotated corpora. But recently, there has been a lot of efforts to create monolingual as well as bilingual corpora for different Indian Languages. Hindi is resource rich in this regard as there are many linguistic resources created for Hindi. One of the notable corpus available is the Hindi Treebank (Bharati et al., 2006) . Statistical POS taggers trained on Hindi Treebank data for Hindi achieved around 93% accuracy (Gadde and Yeleti, 2008) . Stochastic or Statistical Taggers are also used for Indian languages like Punjabi, Urdu, Marathi, Telugu, but their accuracies fall due to lack of large annotated corpora. POS Taggers for other Indian Languages have not been evaluated. So these languages are resource poor in terms of high quality linguistic annotated data. The motivation behind this work is to create lexical resources for resource poor Indian languages. All the Indian Languages are morphologically rich, prefixes and the word ending suffixes encode a lot information about the category of the word. We try to leverage these similarities and availability of Hindi corpus for creating resources for other languages. The paper is divided as per the following. In the section 2, we describe Background of Projection using aligned Corpora. Section 3 gives an account of Corpus Details, section 4 describes the Algorithm and various tools used. Section 5 presents the Experimental Results and in the subsequent section 6, we have the error analysis. The future work is discussed in the concluding section.
Background
Many supervised learning techniques reported state-of-the-art accuracy of around 90% for POS tagging in Indian Languages. POS Tagging is more accurate in most of the IndoAryan Languages while the results are poorer 50 for agglutinative Dravidian Languages. But one major bottleneck in POS tagging is the requirement of a large labeled corpus which is difficult to create. To overcome this difficulty, many researchers have employed unsupervised techniques which are less accurate (Accuracies reported in the range of 70-80%) (Christodoulopoulos et al., 2010) So in our approach, we leveraged the gold quality corpus of a resource rich language and transferred features to a resource poor language. The only resource available to us is a parallel corpus with the resource rich one. We report the results using two different tag-sets -one being the tag-set defined for Indian Languages named as the IIIT -tagset (Bharati et al., 2006) which is fine-grained and the Universal Tag-set mostly used for Unsupervised and semi-supervised POSTagging which is coarse-grained. We evaluated on 8 Indian Languages and obtained overall average accuracies of 81%. (Yarowsky et al., 2001 ) introduced robust projections across aligned corpora. They used a statistical POS tagger for tagging source side text and transferred the POS tags to the target side from the word alignments obtained. The noisy transfers were filtered out re-estimating the the most frequent tag sequence model. Other works used bilingual projections using Universal Tag-set. All these methods employ Label Propagation (LP) to transfer the tags from labeled data to unlabeled data. These are examples of semi-supervised techniques and major work has been done on European languages. The work of ) is closest to (Yarowsky et al., 2001 ). These methods are evaluated on data sets which are very similar to the parallel corpus. Direct transfer of tags using raw projection can lead to very noisy POS tags. Instead of directly matching words from the word alignments available; we use the feature of the words which are clear indicators of POS tags realized through rich morphology. Because of the limited size of bitext (parallel corpus) chances of finding exact matching words gets reduced. We do not use the observed word as a feature. We trained the models on general domain and tested on health domain data. The performance of our models is comparable to the state-of-the-art systems in out-of-domain data.
Corpus Details
We used two data sets for our experiments. 1. ILCI (Indian Languages Corpora Initiative) parallel corpora 2. Hindi Tree-bank The data used for parallel corpora was the ILCI (Choudhary and Jha, 2014) (Bharati et al., 2006 ) creation task was taken up at IIIT, Hyderabad. The treebank is a multi-layered representation of sentences with syntactic and semantic annotation. The syntactic annotation includes morph analysis, POS Tagging, Chunking of words or tokens occurring in a sentence. We used Hindi treebank for ensuring high quality projection of POS tags. The Hindi Treebank is annotated with POS tags from IIIT tag-set(tagging annotation guidelines described in (Bharati et al., 2006) ). The details of the Hindi Treebank is presented in Table 2 . We also converted IIIT tags to Universal tags and evaluated the POS Tagging accuracy for both the tagsets. Universal Tag-set is often used for projection techniques to remove ambiguities related to finer grained tags.
Algorithm
Our approach is an example of feature representation transfer. We transfered the knowledge acquired from a language to another language. In this paper, the source language used for feature transfer was Hindi and the target languages for projection were resource poor Indian Languages explained in the above section. The scarcity of data for any language will not impact the performance if a huge training data set is available for another language. With a mapping between the feature sets of the concerned languages, we have the luxury of creating training data of comparable size for a resource poor language.
Our algorithm has 5 steps.
Word Alignment
Learning word alignments from the parallel text is the first step in our approach. We used GIZA++ tool 2 for capturing the word level alignment between sentences that are aligned for a pair of languages. The raw text files for a source language and target language serve as 
Feature Selection
As POS Tagging is sequence labeling task, certain features need to be captured in classifying the words and assigning them appropriate tags. Indian Languages are morphologically rich, therefore prefixes and suffixes provide a lot of information about the category of the word. For Indian Languages, we considered the following morph features:- 
Mapping File Creation
After obtaining word level alignments, we created feature level mapping files based on the features defined in the previous subsection. As the word alignments with highest probabilities were taken into account, the corresponding feature files supported the best possible mapping from the source language to the target language. The example of Hindi -Punjabi pair mapping file is given in Table 4 . The word in Hindi is 'िववािहत' (Vivāhita -married) and the aligned word in Punjabi is 'ਿਵਆਹੀਆਂ ' (Vivāhita -married). We did not normalization the text before the feature transfer. This was done keeping in our effort of not including any language specific information for any resource poor language. If the same feature got mapped to multiple target features, we selected the target feature with highest probability. There are 7 features corresponding to prefixes and 4 features for suffix, so there are total 11 feature mapping files from Hindi to one of the resource poor languages.
Feature Transfer
This is the most vital step of the algorithm in which the features obtained from the tokens present in the Hindi Treebank are transferred to other languages. Hindi Treebank data is used to avoid noisy projections from Hindi to resource poor languages. Each word in the treebank is represented by the features described above. From the mapping files, we obtain a particular Hindi feature and its corresponding mapped feature in the language under test. If a feature is missing from the feature mapping file, a back-off model finds the next lower length feature. These feature transformations are essential for a sound representation in the target side. Otherwise, in case of features that are not-found, the target side would have been filled with NULL features and will affect the performance of the POS Tagger.
Creation of Training Model
This step is the training phase of POS Tagging where the samples are assigned pre-defined labels i.e. POS tags. We have used Conditional Random Fields(CRF) classification algorithm for our task. The conditional random fields are implemented via CRF++ 3 tool. This tool receives features in the form of a template. From the training samples, CRF creates a model assigning feature weights to the individual features. After the model is created, a test data set is used to predict the POS tags of the test samples.
The whole process can be modeled as a composition of different functions. The final model for predicting POS tags is given in equation 1
where A→ Alignment between word x and y f→ Feature Representation for the words x, y T→ Transfer of Features from x to y M→ Model creation using the transferred features
Experiments & Results
The experimental results are shown in To overcome this shortcomings, we combined the post positions marking the case, the auxiliary verbs with the preceding head categories. The head category in the former was the noun and the corresponding head in the latter was the verb. By incorporating these changes, we were able to capture the inherent syntactic behavior of these languages. The increase in accuracy for Gujarati showed this. This heuristic helped to create a better feature mapping . The sources of major errors are listed as follows:
• Errors in the Gold Data
• Ambiguities between Nouns and Adjective
• Ambiguities between particle and conjunction
• Ambiguities between Verbs and Auxiliary Verbs
• Alignment Issues
Future Work
We would extend this work to other resource poor Indian languages. Semantic Clustering using neural networks is an interesting area to explore. As the efficiency of the system relies heavily on the word alignments between a pair of languages, new methods can be implemented to improve the alignments. We will experiment with other sequence labelers like structured perceptron (Collins, 2002) , SVMStruct (Tsochantaridis et al., 2004) , sequenceto-sequence learners (Sutskever et al., 2014) . We will explore ) the label propagation of tags between languages.
